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Partial Solution to HW 8

Assignment: Chapter 5 (“Fundamental” problems 2, 3, 4, 5 and “Advanced” problems 1,
2, 3, 5, and 7 through 10, p. 196) Chapter 7, (“Fundamental” problems 1, 2, 3, p. 290)

5F3 (Normal Expanded Wide Operating Mode) Describe how ports A through D
are employed in Normal Expanded Wide operating mode. How does the user place
the 68HC12 in this operating mode?

Answer: The operating mode is specified by the levels on the BKGD, MODB, and
MODA pins, as described in section 5 of the data sheet. A logic one on BKGD
specifies Normal and ones on both MODB and MODA specify Expanded Wide.

The A4 variant of the HC12 uses Ports A and B for the 16-bit address and Ports C
and D for data in expanded wide mode.

The 68HC12B that we are using in the lab does not have the C and D ports. In
Normal Expanded Wide operating mode, the pins of port A are used for both address
lines ADDR15–ADDR8 and data lines DATA15–DATA8, while those of port B are
used for ADDR7-ADDR0 and DATA7–DATA0.

5F6 (EEPROM) What is the size of the EEPROM in the 68HC12 A4 configuration?

Answer: The A4 has 4 K-bytes of EEPROM. The 68HC12B has 768 bytes if EEP-
ROM and, in the version we have, the 68HC912B32, 32 K-bytes of FLASH EEP-
ROM.

5A8 (Counter Rollover) If the Counter is incremented every two microseconds, how
often does the counter roll over?

Answer: The 16-bit counter counts from $0000 to $FFFF (216 distinct values).
Accordingly, the counter will roll over every

216 counts × 2µs = 217µs = 131.072 ms.

5A9 (Elapsed Count) If an event lasts 15 seconds, how many counts will occur if the
count is incremented every two microseconds? How many times will the counter roll
over? Assuming the counter originally started at $0000, what will be the count on
the counter when the 15 seconds has expired?

Answer: There are 15 s× 1 count/2µs = 7.5 · 106 counts in 15 seconds.

7.5 · 106 counts × 1 rollover/216 counts = 114.44 rollovers, so the counter will roll
over 114 times.

Final count will be $70E0 because 7.5·106 counts−144 rollovers×216 counts/rollover =
28, 896 counts = $70E0 counts.


